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Expanded NK cells used for adoptive cell
therapy maintain diverse clonality and contain
long-lived memory-like NK cell populations
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Multiple clinical trials exploring the potential of adoptive nat-
ural killer (NK) cell therapy for cancer have employed ex vivo
expansion using feeder cells to obtain large numbers of NK
cells. We have previously utilized the rhesus macaque model
to clonally track the NK cell progeny of barcode-transduced
CD34+ stem and progenitor cells after transplant. In this study,
NK cells from barcoded rhesusmacaques were used to study the
changes in NK cell clonal patterns that occurred during ex vivo
expansion using culture protocols similar to those employed in
clinical preparation of human NK cells including irradiated
lymphoblastoid cell line (LCL) feeder cells or K562 cells ex-
pressing 4-1BBL and membrane-bound interleukin-21 (IL-
21). NK expansion cultures resulted in the proliferation of
clonally diverse NK cells, which, at day 14 harvest, contained
greater than 50% of the starting barcode repertoire. Diversity
as measured by Shannon index was maintained after culture.
With both LCL and K562 feeders, proliferation of long-lived
putative memory-like NK cell clones was observed, with these
clones continuing to constitute a mean of 31% of the total
repertoire of expanded cells. These experiments provide insight
into the clonal makeup of expanded NK cell clinical products.
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INTRODUCTION
Natural killer (NK) cells exhibit spontaneous cytotoxicity toward tu-
mor cells, with a growing number of immunotherapeutic trials being
developed to test the anti-tumor potential of these populations in the
clinic.1,2 Notably, select trials have established that the adoptive infu-
sion of cytokine-activated allogeneic NK cells after lymphodepleting
chemotherapy can result in complete remissions (CRs) in one-quarter
to one-half of patients with acutemyeloid leukemia (AML).3–7 Cancer
therapies have also sought to utilize NK cells’ potent mediation of
antibody-dependent cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC) via concur-
rent administration of NK cells with monoclonal antibodies.8–10

NK cells typically constitute only 2%–20% of peripheral blood lym-
phocytes, restricting the frequency of administration and number
of NK cells that can be infused following isolation by leukapheresis.
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To facilitate larger doses, to forgo the need for repeated leukapheresis,
or to allow multiple individuals to be treated with the same product,
expansion of NK cell numbers in culture has been explored. Feeder-
free cultures containing interleukin-2 (IL-2) or IL-15 cytokines alone
increase NK cell numbers by only a few fold.11–13 Early studies
showed that interaction with irradiated Epstein-Barr virus (EBV)-
transformed lymphoblastoid cell lines (LCLs) triggered proliferation
of NK cells,14 with this effect being amplified by simultaneous expo-
sure to IL-2.15,16 Our research group developed a goodmanufacturing
practice (GMP)-compliant method to expand large numbers of highly
purified populations of clinical-grade NK cells (FDA IND 13663)
through co-culture with irradiated LCL feeder cells and IL-2: NK cells
produced by these cultures expanded a mean 490-fold over 21 days,
with increased TRAIL (TNFSF10) surface expression, higher levels
of cytokine production, and greater tumor cytotoxicity compared
with non-expanded NK cells.17 Infusion of up to 5 � 108 NK cells/
kg was shown to be safe and well tolerated in patients with advanced
malignancies who were pre-treated with bortezomib to sensitize tu-
mors to TRAIL-mediated NK cell killing.18,19

The NK-cell-sensitive leukemic cell line K562, modified to express
4-1BBL (TNFSF9/CD137L) and surface-bound IL-1513,20 or surface
IL-21,21 also triggered profound expansion of NK cell numbers in
ex vivo co-cultures. Changes in the phenotypic, functional, and tran-
scriptional aspects of NK cells expanded using either LCL cells or
//creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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K562 cells have been well characterized and appear similar.13,17,21–23

NK cell products generated using K562 feeder cells have been em-
ployed in multiple small clinical trials in individuals with AML, mye-
lodysplastic syndrome, chronic lymphocytic leukemia,24–27 medullo-
blastoma, ependymoma,28 multiple myeloma,29,30 and solid tumors31

in different regimens including combinations with other agents, after
chemotherapy, or post-stem cell transplant. Stimulation of NK cells
by K562- or LCL-based feeder cells are also utilized in protocols as
a key component to enhance viral transduction to generate NK cells
bearing transgenes such chimeric antigen receptors (CARs) or growth
receptors.20,32–35 Strikingly, in a recent clinical trial, patients with
non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma or chronic lymphocytic leukemia
receiving expanded NK cells expressing an anti-CD19 CAR and IL-
15 showed CR in 7 of 11 cases.33

To date, analysis of the clonal composition of NK cells following
expansion has remained a challenge, with relevance to questions
such as whether all NK cells have expansion potential or whether a
small specific subclass of NK cells or precursors are responsible for
expanded NK cell numbers. Such an analysis is more difficult with
NK cells compared with T cells or B cells as clonal tracking of rear-
ranged gene segments such as T cell receptor (TCR) or B cell receptor
(BCR) cannot be performed. As a result of stochastic expression of re-
ceptors during cell development, NK cells do exhibit a complex reper-
toire of receptor combinations on individual circulating cells, perhaps
evolved, in part, to recognize mutations in cancer cells, such as loss of
single major histocompatibility complex (MHC) alleles.36 Further di-
versity is afforded by NK cell education, pathogen experience, and tis-
sue microenvironment. High-dimensional flow or mass cytometry
has been used to survey NK cell receptor combinations ex vivo,37,38

but these cannot uniformly resolve individual NK cell clones arising
by proliferation from single NK cells or progenitors. Although clinical
correlations are advancing, it is presently unclear which elements of
the NK cell repertoire are key in mediating the anti-tumor effects
observed in clinical adoptive NK cell therapy trials. In T cells, selected
studies examining the TCR repertoire before and after antigen-spe-
cific or antibody-driven expansion have revealed significant in vitro
alterations, including repertoire skewing and changes to immunodo-
minant clones39,40 that may be of clinical relevance. Therefore, deci-
phering changes that occur in clonal architecture associated with
commonly used expansion protocols could enhance our understand-
ing of the impact of ex vivo NK cell expansion on the immunothera-
peutic potential of these immune effectors.

Our laboratory has utilized the rhesus macaque model to clonally
track the hematopoietic progeny of transplanted CD34+ stem and
progenitor cells that have been transduced with “barcoded” lentiviral
vector libraries. Investigation of NK cells in these transplanted ani-
mals revealed large NK cell clones that were significantly expanded
or unique compared with other cell lineages.41,42 Cells of each bar-
coded NK cell clone were often uniformly positive or negative for
expression of a given killer immunoglobulin-like receptor (KIR), sug-
gesting origination of the clones from single NK cells that had already
fixed their KIR expression.41 Importantly, expanded macaque NK
clones persisted for multiple years and waxed and waned in possible
response to environmental stimuli.41 Individual animals were hetero-
geneous in terms of numbers and total frequency of expanded NK
clones observed. Appearance of new groups of expanded NK clones
was observed after infection with rhesus cytomegalovirus (CMV).43

The long-lived clonal nature suggests a close relationship with the
phenomenon of NK cell memory wherein NK cells exhibit enhanced
recall responses to specific viruses or chemicals.44 Features of mem-
ory-like NK cells, including enhanced antibody-dependent effector
potential and capacity to persist in vivo may make these cells partic-
ularly suited to mediate long-lasting anti-cancer immunotherapeutic
effects.

In this study, NK cells from barcoded macaques were used in experi-
ments to illuminate the impact of ex vivo expansion on the clonal
repertoire of NK cell populations, focusing on protocols that incorpo-
rate feeder cells and culture conditions typical of the numerous human
clinical trials mentioned above. Changing contributions of putative
memory-like NK cells to the repertoire of this immunotherapeutic
population was also explored.

RESULTS
Expansion of NK cells with irradiated LCL feeder cells results in

proliferation of a diverse clonal repertoire

To study the clonal patterns of NK cells undergoing ex vivo expan-
sion, we examined rhesus macaques that had previously undergone
autologous transplantation with barcoded hematopoietic stem and
progenitor cells (HSPCs). Animals received conditioning with abla-
tive total-body irradiation followed by infusion of CD34+ HSPCs
transduced with lentiviral vectors encoding CopGFP and a high-di-
versity library of 27 or 35 bp random barcode DNA sequences. Bar-
code DNA sequences could be tracked in various hematopoietic lin-
eages over extended periods following transplantation and revealed
marked oligoclonal, KIR-specific expansions of CD16+ NK cell
clones.41,42 At the time of the current study, the animals showed stable
hematopoietic engraftment (41–76 months after transplantation).

Purified peripheral blood NKG2+ (KLRC1+ or/and KLRC2+) CD3–

CD20– CD14– NK cells were isolated from barcoded animals and
queried by PCR and next-generation sequencing to determine the
clonal repertoire of barcodes. A fraction of concurrently isolated
NK cells was subjected to ex vivo expansion by co-culture with
irradiated LCL feeder cells and IL-2 (Figure 1A) as previously re-
ported and utilized in a clinical trial (ClinicalTrials.gov: NCT00
720785).17,18 Rhesus NK cell numbers expanded efficiently under
these conditions. At various time points in culture, aliquots of cells
were removed for barcode retrieval and longitudinal comparisons
with the starting clonal repertoire, as shown in heatmaps depicting in-
dividual clonal abundances focusing on the most abundant clones
(Figure 1B). Clones showed a variety of patterns of behavior upon cul-
ture, some increasing or decreasing in frequency or remaining stable
over time. None of the most abundant clones disappeared completely
from culture over time (dark blue in Figure 1B). Notably, measures of
the Shannon index, an established measure of clonal diversity,45 were
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Figure 1. Rhesus macaque NK cells cultured with LCL feeder cells and IL-2 maintain clonal diversity

(A) Experimental design: rhesus macaques previously underwent autologous hematopoietic stem cell transplantation with purified CD34+ cells marked by lentiviral barcodes

following ablative total body irradiation. NKG2+ CD3– NK cells from these macaques were fluorescence-activated cell sorted and cultured in vitro with irradiated human LCL

cells and 500 U/mL IL-2 (or in additional experiments detailed below with K562 feeder cells). The barcode repertoire was sampled by PCR and next-generation sequencing

initially and at the indicated days of culture. (B) Heatmap of clonal frequency of the most abundant clones throughout culture. Clones registering among the 20most frequent

at any time point are shown. Each row is a barcode, each column is a sample, and the color scale shows the barcode frequency. (C) Shannon diversity index of barcode

frequencies.
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very consistent over time, reflecting continued diversity of the NK cell
repertoire (Figure 1C).

The wider clonal repertoire in NK cells was analyzed in another way.
Clones were included in analysis if they contributed above a fre-
quency threshold approximating the equivalent of 1 cell amid the cells
sampled for PCR at the start of culture. This allowed tracking of 682
clones in culture of NK cells from animal ZG66 and 3523 clones from
ZJ31. Strikingly, 62%–71% of initial barcodes were detected in
cultured ZG66 cells at subsequent time points (Figure 2A). In
cultured ZJ31 cells, 53% of initial barcodes could be identified after
15 days, although percentages lessened with increasing duration (Fig-
ure 2A). Undetected clones may have disappeared from culture or
may have fallen below the frequency of detection of the PCR/
sequencing assay. To gauge occurrence of the latter, the frequency
76 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 28 March 2023
of clones that became undetectable at a given time point but were
again detected later in culture were tabulated (Figure 2A). Decreasing
the detection threshold by an order of magnitude when analyzing
samples that were in culture for 14–15 days also boosted the propor-
tion of detected clones to 72% (ZG66) or 62% (ZJ31) (data not
shown).

Changes in clonal frequency were studied throughout the culture
period. Each individual clone’s contribution was normalized to initial
frequency, and the distribution of these values depicted as a scatter/
violin plot (Figure 2B). Focusing on clones that continued to be de-
tected, Figure 2C summarizes the same data in box plots, with whis-
kers representing the 10th and 90th percentiles. This analysis revealed
a surprising stability in clonal frequencies. Despite the overall cell
numbers in culture increasing by 300- to 450-fold by culture days



Figure 2. In vitro cultures of rhesus macaque NK cells

with LCL feeder cells and IL-2 demonstrate

proliferation of the majority of barcoded clones

Analyses of all clones having a frequency greater than the

estimated equivalent of 1 cell amid the initially sampled

population, allowing tracking of 682 barcodes and 3,523

barcodes for animals ZG66 and ZJ31, respectively, from the

same experiments shown in Figure 1. (A) Percentage of

initial barcodes that were subsequently detected at each

time of culture (gray bars) or undetected/below threshold at

a given time point but detected at a later instance during

culture (light gray bars). (B) Distribution of clonal frequencies

over time, normalized to initial frequency in NK cells.

Calculated as barcode frequency divided by the frequency

at the start of culture (UD, undetected or below threshold).

(Values <1 are depicted as negative reciprocal.) (C) Boxplot

representation of data from (B) showing median and quar-

tiles of detected clones, with whiskers showing 10th and

90th percentiles of measures. (D) Distribution of estimates of

clonal fold expansion in cell number, calculated by multi-

plying the fold change in clonal frequency for each clone

(as in C) with the overall expansion in cultured NK cell

number measured by cell counting. (E) Distribution of clonal

doubling times determined by fitting a model of exponential

growth for each clone across the interval shown. (C)–(E)

show clones above the detection threshold at the indicated

time points, corresponding to gray bars in (A). Similar ana-

lyses of expansion cultures of NK cells from animals ZK22

and ZH19 are shown in Figure S1.
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14–15, more than 80% of clones remained within 4-fold of their initial
frequencies in both animals (Figure 2C). The spread of the distribution
increased with time, presumably reflecting the increasing opportunity
to diverge in frequency upon continued cell division (Figure 2C).

To estimate the proliferation of individual clones, the fold expansion
in overall cell number was multiplied by the fold change in frequency
for each barcode (Figure 2D). This revealed a distribution of clones
that increased in cell number in expansion cultures over time (Fig-
ure 2D). Fitting a model of exponential growth across all time points
for each clone allowed estimation of the distribution of doubling
Molec
times of detected clones (Figure 2E). Similar re-
sults were observed in shorter-duration cultures
from two additional animals (Figure S1). Overall,
these results support the conclusion that these
in vitro expansion culture conditions using irradi-
ated LCL feeder cells and IL-2 promote prolifera-
tion of a diverse repertoire of clones.

Similar clonal patterns in NK cells expanded

with irradiated LCL and K562 feeder cells

Several centers have utilized a K562 cell line
transfected with 4-1BBL and cytokines for the
ex vivo expansion of clinical grade NK cells,24–31

including NK cells transduced to express
CARs.33 Therefore, we compared the clonal
repertoire of rhesus NK cells expanded with irradiated LCL feeder
cells with those expanded with irradiated K562/4-1BBL/IL-21 cells.
These experiments revealed comparable changes in Shannon diver-
sity index in most cases (Figure 3A) and similar percentages of de-
tected clones during culture (Figure 3B). Among detected clones,
the distributions of clonal change in frequency after 14–15 days
appeared similar when stimulated with either feeder cell type
(Figures 3C and S2A), but the estimates of the overall fold change
in clonal cell numbers trended to be higher with K562/4-1BBL/IL-
21 than with LCL feeders (Figures 3D and S2B). The effects associated
with repeating feeder cell stimulation were also investigated. Cultures
ular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 28 March 2023 77
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Figure 3. Similar effects on clonal repertoire in NK cells expanded with irradiated LCL and K562/4-1BBL/IL-21 feeder cells

(A–D) The cultures of barcoded macaque NK cells initiated with irradiated LCL feeder cells as described in Figures 1 and 2 (gray) are contrasted with NK cell cultures initiated

with irradiated K562 cells expressing 4-1BBL and IL-21 (dark blue) in both cases, with feeder cells added only at the start of culture. NK cell cultures started identically but

restimulated by readdition of irradiated feeder cells approximately weekly are shown for comparison (white and light blue). (A) Shannon diversity index of barcodes at day 14–

15 of culture divided by the Shannon index of the starting NK cell population (circles, macaque ZG66; squares, ZK22; triangles, ZH19). (B) Percentage of initial barcodes that

were above detection threshold on day 14–15. (C) Distribution of clones’ frequency at day 14–15 of culture, normalized to initial frequency in NK cells. (D) Distribution of the

fold expansion of clones in cell number at day 14–15, calculated as indicated in Figure 2. Boxplots represent median and quartiles, while whiskers show 10th and 90th

(legend continued on next page)
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restimulated by weekly addition of irradiated feeders showed slightly
higher measures of the spread of the distribution of clonal frequency
change compared with cultures receiving irradiated feeder cells only
at the initiation of culture (Figure S2A).

Paired NK cultures stimulated with LCL and K562/4-1BBL/IL-21
feeder cells provided the opportunity to determine if individual clones
had reproducible behavior under these two conditions. As shown in
Figure 3E, the fold change in cell number in various clones expanded
in LCL cultures showed considerable correlation with cultures stim-
ulated with K562/4-1BBL/IL-21. Pearson correlation coefficients
were 0.67, 0.52, and 0.56 in cultures from animals ZG66, ZK22, and
ZH19, respectively. This implies that clones exhibit certain inherent
features that make them more or less likely to proliferate in either
of these culture systems.

NK cell clones pre-expanded in vivo show lesser subsequent

in vitro proliferation but continue to constitute a significant

proportion of the repertoire

To identify clonal characteristics that correlate with any observed dif-
ferences in clonal proliferative capacity in culture, clones were classi-
fied based on additional information. We have previously observed
that certain NK clones are expanded during development in vivo,
compared with frequencies of the same barcode in other hematopoi-
etic lineages, resulting from presumptive pathogen-driven or homeo-
static processes.41,42 On the other hand, classical monocytes have a
short half-life in blood, being continually replenished from progenitor
cells,46 and their barcode repertoire closely resembles that of HSPCs.
By comparing with barcode frequency in monocytes isolated concur-
rently, barcodes detected in NK cells were statistically categorized into
those which were expanded in vivo relative to monocytes (p < 0.05 by
chi-squared test) and contrasted with other clones that did not fit this
criterion (p > 0.05). Comparison between animals revealed different
contributions of in vivo expanded clones to the repertoire at the start
of culture, perhaps reflecting different immune and infection history
of the animals (although the numbers of cells sorted in each experi-
mental population also played a role in statistically defining the sub-
sets). Interestingly, clones categorized as pre-expanded in NK cells
in vivo nevertheless exhibited considerable subsequent proliferation
in vitro using these culture systems, with the majority expanding
30- to 1,100-fold in number by day 14–15 (Figure 4A). However,
the proliferation in culture of these in vivo expanded clones was
less than clones that were not designated as being as expanded in vivo
(p < 0.05 by t test in 6 of 7 comparisons performed) (Figure 4A),
possibly implying that some degree of reduced potential or prolifera-
tive exhaustion had occurred in the former population. By summing
the frequencies of clones within each category, the proportion to
which pre-expanded NK cells contribute to the overall NK cell reper-
toire throughout the expansion culture is estimated in Figure 4B.
percentiles of clonal measures. (E) Scatterplot of day 14–15 clonal fold expansions in ce

dot represents a barcode. Only barcodes detected in both samples are shown. Pearson

macaques are shown as indicated. Comparisons of feeder cells and restimulation con

animal ZH19, present in bulk samples but detected much less in GFP+ sorted samples
Similar results are obtained if categorizing these clones with even
more stringent criteria (Figure S3).

Large expanded NK clones can persist many months in vivo indepen-
dent of continued maturation and replenishment from bone marrow
stem and progenitor cells,41 providing evidence that these popula-
tions are related to memory-like, adaptive, or trained NK cell immu-
nity,44,47,48 possibly dependent on ongoing stimulation in vivo over
time. The vast majority of these clones had a mature CD16+ pheno-
type.42 It is noteworthy that the animals included in this study are
all rhesus CMV seropositive and naturally infected early in life with
CMV and likely a spectrum of other viruses. To consider the element
of persistence when segregating clones, an alternative analysis was
performed: persistent expanded clones were classified as those
expanded in CD16+ NK cells relative to monocytes both at the initi-
ation of culture and independently in a blood draw from the same an-
imal 8–12 months previously (both p < 0.05 by chi-squared test).
Persistent expanded clones were still able to proliferate in vitro
upon co-culture with irradiated feeder cells but less so than other
clonal populations that had undergone less in vivo expansion (Fig-
ure 4C). The summed frequency of contributions to the overall NK
cell repertoire by these in vivo persistently expanded clones is shown
in Figure 4D. In summary, in vivo pre-expanded memory-like or
persistently stimulated NK cell clones continued to represent a signif-
icant fraction of the generated NK cell product.

Clones were also categorized based on expression of KIR. Previous
studies documented segregation of individual clones with expression
of specific KIR.41 Anti-KIR monoclonal antibody NKVFS1 shows
reactivity with rhesus NK cells bearing the Mamu-KIR3DL01 gene
product.49 NK cells positive and negative for binding to NKVFS1
were sorted from animals and profiled by PCR and sequencing to
determine the respective barcode repertoires. This facilitated statistical
categorization of clones as predominantly KIR3DL01+, primarily
KIR3DL01� (based on 90% confidence of 5-fold higher frequency in
the sorted subset), or other clones (either comprised of mixed
KIR3DL01+ and KIR3DL01� cells or having too few sequencing reads
to classify with confidence). The contributions of clones in these cat-
egories to the overall NK repertoire throughout culture is shown in
Figure 5. Clones positive for this KIR persisted throughout culture
with no clear preferential loss or expansion. The rhesus macaque
KIR3DL01 receptor recognizes macaque Bw4 MHC alleles Mamu-
B*007:01, -B*041:01, -B*058:02, and -B*065:01;49 however, it is un-
clear if this receptor would bind human MHC expressed by the LCL
line.50 In prior flow cytometry studies, proportions of human NK cells
expressing KIR tended to decrease during expansion with irradiated
LCL feeders.51 Highly biased expression of KIR in barcoded macaque
clones provides compelling evidence for origin of those clones from
single NK cells expressing or lacking KIR, followed by expansion
ll number showing paired cultures stimulated initially with either feeder cell line. Each

correlation coefficient is also displayed. Results using cells from three transplanted

ditions were not performed using NK cells from animal ZJ31. One clone in blood of

, was excluded from analyses in (A)–(C) because groups differed in sorting status.
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Figure 5. NK cell clones with specific KIR expression expand in vitro

At or near the same time as initiating in vitro cultures, blood NKG2+ CD3– NK cells were sorted into positive and negative subsets for binding the NKVFS1 antibody, which

recognizes rhesus macaque KIR3DL01. Barcodes were profiled by PCR and next-generation sequencing. Inferring the number of sampled cells bearing each barcode

allowed estimation of confidence intervals for relative barcode abundance between the populations (see materials and methods). This permitted categorization of barcode

clones as predominantly KIR3DL01+ (having 90% confidence that frequency is 5-fold higher in sorted NKVFS1+ cells) (dark green) or predominantly KIR3DL01– (having 90%

confidence that frequency is 5-fold higher in sorted NKVFS1– cells) (light green) or all other barcodes that do not meet these stringent criteria for KIR3DL01 bias (white).

Contribution of barcodes with these categorizations to the overall NK cell repertoire throughout the duration of in vitro culture are shown. Cultures are as described in

Figures 1, 2, and 3, stimulated with the indicated feeder cell line only initially, except for ZH19 cultures, which were also restimulated after approximately 1 week. NK cells from

ZK22 did not show reactivity with antibody NKVFS1, presumably due to KIR polymorphism, precluding similar analysis from this animal.

www.moleculartherapy.org
in vivowhile retaining KIR status, then continued contribution in vitro
of these clones to the NK cell product generated. Consistent with this
theory, contributions of different animals’ highly KIR3DL01 biased
(positive plus negative) clones to the repertoire (Figure 5) mirrored
the contributions of in vivo expanded NK clones categorized indepen-
dently in Figure 4.

Both CD56 NK-cell-biased and CD16 NK-cell-biased clones

expand in vitro

Rhesus macaque NK cells include CD56+ and CD16+ subsets (Fig-
ure 6A) having phenotypic, functional, and transcriptomic similar-
ities with human CD56bright and CD56dim CD16+ subsets, respectively
Figure 4. NK cell clones previously expanded in vivo maintain the capacity to s

(A and B) Barcode clones present in NK cells at the start of culture were compared with

sampled cells bearing each barcode were compared between populations by chi-squar

monocytes (p < 0.05) and other clones (p > 0.05). These groupings of barcodes were the

of the fold expansion of clones in cell number at day 14–15 in vitro is shown. Differences b

(B) Estimation of the contribution of in vivo pre-expanded clones to the overall NK cell

indicated category were summed at each time point analyzed. (C and D) Similar analyses

in vivo (categorized as higher in CD16+ NK cells relative to monocytes both at the initiat

[p < 0.05 by chi-squared test at both time points]) versus other clones (p > 0.05 at both in

feeder cell line only initially, except for ZH19 cultures, which were also restimulated after
(Webster and Johnson52 and S. Cordes, C.W., and C.E.D., unpub-
lished data). Human CD56bright NK cells show much more prolifera-
tion in response to IL-2 or IL-15 stimulation compared with CD56dim

cells.12 Macaque CD56+ or CD16+ NK subsets were sorted concur-
rently (or close to the initiation of culture) and profiled for barcode
repertoires. As above, clones present in the bulk NK cell population
could be classified as biased to a higher frequency in the CD16+ subset
or biased to be more abundant in CD56+ NK cells (p < 0.05 by chi-
squared test). Both clone categories continued to contribute to the
overall NK repertoire throughout NK cell culture with irradiated
feeders, although initially, CD16+ NK-cell-biased clones decreased
somewhat in collective frequency in some cases (Figure 6B). In
ubsequently proliferate in vitro

their frequency in sorted monocytes isolated at the same time. Inferred numbers of

ed test, allowing categorization of clones pre-expanded in vivo in NK cells relative to

n followed through in vitro culture with irradiated feeder cells and IL-2. (A) Distribution

etween clone categories were examined by t test, generating the depicted p values.

repertoire throughout in vitro culture. The barcode frequencies of clones within the

of expanded NK clones adding the constraint that clones are persistently expanded

ion of culture and independently in blood 8–12 months earlier from the same animal

stances). The cultures shown in (A)–(D) were stimulated with the indicated irradiated

approximately 1 week. Boxplots show median, quartiles, 10th, and 90th percentiles.
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Figure 6. Both CD56 NK-cell-biased and CD16 NK-cell-biased clones expand in vitro

Blood CD56+ and CD16+ NK cell populations were flow-cytometry sorted from the same animals at or near the time of initiating in vitro NK cell cultures, then examined by

barcode PCR and sequencing. Comparing inferred numbers of sampled cells bearing each barcode by chi-squared test allowed categorization of clones biased to higher

(legend continued on next page)
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resulting cells after >14 days of culture, multiple subsets of cells could
be defined by these markers (Figure 6A) and were sorted and queried
for barcodes. Clones that had been classified as biased toward the
CD16+ NK cell population at the initiation of culture contributed
most in frequency to the CD16+ CD56– and CD56+ CD16+ popula-
tions after culture (Figure 6C). Conversely, clones starting as
CD56+ biased constituted more of the resulting CD56+ CD16– and
CD56– CD16– subsets (Figure 6C). This was consistent with the pre-
dominant phenotypes of expansion cultures initiated with isolated
CD16+ or CD56+ rhesus NK cells and LCL performed earlier from an-
imals ZG66 and ZH19 (Davidson-Moncada et al.53 and data not
shown). The human analog of the macaque blood CD56– CD16–

NK cell subset is less clear; however, an analysis incorporating clones
biased to this initial subset is shown in Figure S4. Subset clonal rep-
ertoires were also compared by Pearson correlation before and after
expansion, with similar findings. On average, the barcode repertoire
of initially CD16+ NK cells correlated most with CD16+ and CD16+

CD56+ subsets after bulk culture of the NK cells (Figure S5). These
results indicate some phenotypic plasticity of biased clones upon
extensive proliferation in vitro, especially in expression of the rhesus
macaque CD56 receptor. However, both initially CD56+ NK-cell-
biased and especially CD16+ NK-cell-biased clones contributed
significantly to the resultant expanded NK cell products.

DISCUSSION
Rhesus macaques bearing a barcoded hematopoietic system were em-
ployed to examine clonal dynamics during ex vivo NK cell expansion
cultures. Previously, NK cells expanded using these protocols for hu-
manNK cell immunotherapy trials were characterized by flow cytom-
etry staining, functional assays, and transcriptomics. However, the
clonal architecture of these cell products could only be inferred given
the lack of clonal receptor rearrangements in most NK cells in
contrast to T cells or B cells, where TCR or BCR gene rearrangements
facilitate clonal tracking. Our studies revealed several intriguing find-
ings. First, the majority of clones identified in rhesus NK cells upon
isolation continued to be detected in culture following ex vivo expan-
sion with irradiated feeder cells. Furthermore, many clones remained
within approximately 4-fold of their original frequency despite huge
increases in the overall cell numbers of expanded NK cells (averaging
625-fold at day 14) (Figure 2). These results would appear to contrast
with certain studies of T cells that revealed considerable changes to
the TCR clonal repertoire upon antigen-specific or antibody-driven
expansions in cell number for immunotherapy.39,40

When interpreting these results, it is important to consider what in-
dividual barcodes represent. Animals were transplanted with CD34+
frequency in either CD56+ or CD16+ NK populations. (A) An example of rhesus macaqu

irradiated LCL feeder cells and IL-2. (B) Contribution of clones categorized initially as CD5

in vitro culture (sum of frequencies of barcodes in each category at the time points analy

statistically classify. (C) NK cell subsets were sorted again after culture of the bulk NK ce

initially classified as CD56 NK-cell-biased or CD16 NK-cell-biased to the repertoire of s

CD56+; DN, double-negative CD16– CD56–, while CD16 and CD56 represent sorted

indicated feeder cell line only initially, except for ZH19 cultures in (B), which were also r
HSPCs transduced with a library of barcode vectors, not with NK
cells. Therefore, a barcode should mark the progeny of a given
HSPC. Many stem cells continually generate cells of multiple lineages
including NK cells. Given this ongoing production, and the stochastic
acquisition of NK receptors during development, some barcodes
likely encompass within the NK compartment a “family” of multiple
NK cell specificities derived from a single HSPC. These multiple spec-
ificities are tracked together under the umbrella of a single barcode.
On the other hand, we have noted a number of barcodes that are
unique in rhesus NK cells and not found in other linages or are de-
tected at much higher frequency in NK cells compared with other
cell types.41,42 It is probable that these have arisen during NK cell
development in vivo via a clonal expansion from one or a few NK
cells, representing true clonal or oligoclonal NK cell expansions,
potentially with unique self-renewal properties and linked to adaptive
characteristics of subpopulations of NK cells. Notably, barcodes sta-
tistically categorized as “pre-expanded in vivo” in NK cells also
showed considerable capacity to expand in vitro when cultured
with irradiated feeders (Figure 4).

Due to this experimental system, individual barcodes may mark from
one cell to tens of thousands of individual NK cells used to initiate the
in vitro cultures. Therefore, results showing maintenance of the ma-
jority of barcodes could be consistent with a smaller proportion of in-
dividual NK cells having proliferative potential. Future studies will
address this quantitatively. In addition, it is possible that the observed
homogeneity of barcode behavior may be partly attributed to aver-
aging of multiple NK cells.

Expression of KIR, which have been reported to be stably expressed
on NK cells,54 can also help illuminate the categorization of barcodes.
NK cells with a given barcode that also uniformly do or do not express
KIR3DL01 provide persuasive evidence that these clones were derived
from a single NK cell or NK cell progenitor that had fixed its KIR
expression. On the other hand, barcodes detected in both
KIR3DL01+ and KIR3DL01� populations may represent the afore-
mentioned pools of mixed NK specificities from a given HSPC. All
three categories of barcodes, with respect to KIR3DL01 expression,
showed proliferation when cultured in vitro with irradiated feeder
cells. Therefore, where evidence implied that barcodes were truly
equivalent to NK cell clones, these clones appeared to expand using
these ex vivo expansion protocols. However, even in the case of these
KIR-restricted NK cell clones, which developed in vivo since trans-
plantation 41 to 76 months previously, there was opportunity since
clonal origination for cells to acquire or lose other NK cell receptors
to form subclones. Like T cell clones, clonal subsets may have
e NKG2+ CD3– NK cell expression of CD56 and CD16 before and after culture with

6 NK-cell-biased or CD16NK-cell-biased to the overall NK cell repertoire throughout

zed). White areas represent clones lacking bias or having insufficient sample size to

ll population and profiled by barcode PCR and sequencing. Contributions of clones

orted subsets after culture are shown (legend as in B). DP, double-positive CD16+

single positive populations. Cultures depicted in (A)–(C) were stimulated with the

estimulated after approximately 1 week.
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developed with epigenetic, transcriptional, or metabolic heteroge-
neity with varied behaviors, seen only in aggregate/average in our
experiments.

When following barcoded macaques over extended periods, many
expanded NK cell clones were shown to persist at high frequency
for many months.41 These expanded and persistent clones may
therefore represent long-lived memory-like/adaptive/trained NK
cells44,47,48 and/or be continually stimulated in vivo, possibly via
stimulation by chronic pathogen infection.41 Interestingly, new clonal
expansions were observed after CMV infection of CMV-naive ma-
caques,43 perhaps akin to accumulation of NKG2C+ (KLRC2+) mem-
ory-like NK cells associated with CMV infection in humans. In this
context, it is notable that clones categorized as “pre-expanded in
vivo,” representing putative memory-like NK cells, maintained
considerable proliferative capacity when stimulated in the in vitro
expansion culture systems, although less efficiently than barcoded
NK cells that were not designated as expanded (Figure 4). The slight
diminishment of ex vivo growth capacity could reflect a lessened
potential or a greater tendency toward exhaustion after prior in vivo
proliferation. While others have devised strategies for the specific
amplification of memory-like NK cells to harness their unique fea-
tures (e.g., Liu et al.55), it is striking that putative memory-like cells
continue to constitute a significant fraction of the bulk cell NK cell
repertoire contained in expansion cultures stimulated with irradiated
feeder cells.

Expansion of a diverse repertoire of clones, including those prepon-
derant initially in either CD56bright- or CD56dim-like NK cell popula-
tions (Figure 6), is noteworthy given the propensity of IL-2 or IL-15 to
selectively expand CD56bright NK cells.12 Also, changes to the clonal
repertoire were similar whether NK cells were stimulated with irradi-
ated EBV-LCL or K562 cells expressing 4-1BBL and IL-21, two
frequently used feeder cell populations used in expansion protocols
(Figure 3). This may indicate that signals that induce proliferation
are conserved between both systems and is consistent with findings
that human NK cells expanded in parallel with either of these two
feeder cell lines are highly similar, showing only a few differentially ex-
pressed genes when queried by whole-transcriptome sequencing.22,23

The results presented here may have significant implications for
adoptive immunotherapy using expanded NK cells. Notably, the pro-
liferation of a diverse repertoire of clones suggests that the expanded
product may retain many of the initial receptor combinations that
have unique potential to kill tumor targets and may be important
for maintaining the full spectrum of NK reactivity and functionality.
In this way, expanded NK cell populations used for treatment that
have an obvious advantage in cell numbers may not be disadvantaged
by having a less diverse repertoire compared with short-term cyto-
kine-stimulated cells. Importantly, the observation that cultures stim-
ulated with feeder cells showed a significant proportion of the
expanded product contained clones representing putative memory-
like NK cells suggests that these populations could make long-term
functional contributions to the activity of the infused ex vivo
84 Molecular Therapy: Oncolytics Vol. 28 March 2023
expanded NK cell product. Analogous to clinical results with
expanded viral-reactive T cells and CAR T cells, where in vivo persis-
tence correlates with durable anti-viral activity and remissions of leu-
kemia, respectively,56,57 expanded NK cell products that maintain a
rich population of memory-like cells may likewise be advantageous
for maintaining clinical efficacy. This remains an area of active
investigation.55

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cell lines

SMI-LCL is an EBV-transformed B cell LCL previously described.58,59

The clone 46 K562 cell line was retrovirally modified to express
4-1BBL and membrane-bound IL-21 and has been described.22

Both lines were cultured in RPMI medium containing 2 mM
L-glutamine supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum.

Transplanted rhesus macaques

Animal studies were carried out on protocols approved by the
National Heart, Lung, and Blood Institute Animal Care and Use
Committee. Rhesus macaques previously received autologous he-
matopoietic stem cell transplants after total-body irradiation with
mobilized peripheral blood CD34+ cells transduced with lentiviral li-
braries encoding CopGFP and a high-diversity genetic barcode.41,42

At the time of the experiments shown here, animals with identifiers
ZK22, ZJ31, ZH19, and ZG66 were 41, 51, 74, and 76 months post-
transplant, respectively, and exhibited approximately 43%, 50%,
7.4%, and 32% GFP+ cells, respectively, within the peripheral blood
mononuclear cell (PBMC) population. These animals did not un-
dergo prior antibody-mediated depletion of NK cells.41

Isolation of NK cells

PBMCs from rhesus macaque blood samples were isolated with
lymphocyte separation medium (MP Biomedicals, Irvine, CA,
USA). Cells were stained with combinations of antibodies recognizing
NKG2 (Z199) from Beckman Coulter (Brea, CA, USA); CD56
(NCAM16.2 or B159), CD20 (L27), and CD3 (SP34-2) from BD Bio-
sciences (Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA); CD3 (10D12) and KIR (NKVFS1)
from Miltenyi Biotec (Bergisch Gladbach, Germany); CD16 (3G8)
and CD14 (M5E2) from BioLegend (San Diego, CA, USA); and
CD14 (TuK4) from Invitrogen Thermo Fisher Scientific (Waltham,
MA, USA) before flow cytometric sorting on a FACSAria II (BD Bio-
sciences). Macaque NK cells were sorted based on the phenotype
NKG2+ CD3– CD20– CD14–, and NK cell subsets were sorted defined
by CD56, CD16, and NKVFS1 reactivity. CD14+ monocytes were
concurrently isolated.

Ex vivo expansion of NK cells

Co-cultures were initiated by combining 2–6 � 105 isolated macaque
NK cells with gamma-irradiated (100 Gy) LCL cells at a 10:1 LCL:NK
cell ratio in X-VIVO 20 medium (Lonza, Basel, Switzerland) supple-
mented with 10% heat-inactivated allogeneic rhesus macaque serum,
2 mMGlutaMAX (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and 500 IU/mL human
IL-2 (teceleukin, Roche, Basel, Switzerland). Co-cultures with irradi-
ated 4-1BBL+ IL-21+ K562 feeder cells were initiated at a 2:1 K562
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cell:NK cell ratio (reflecting established protocols and differences in
cell size) using the same medium and IL-2 concentration. After an
initial culture of 5–7 days, cells were subcultured every 2–3 days,
refreshing medium and IL-2. Cell numbers were monitored
throughout by trypan blue staining and light microscopy and used
to calculate the cumulative fold change in overall NK cell numbers.
Some cultures had feeder cells present only initially, while others, as
indicated, were restimulated approximately weekly by the addition
of irradiated feeder cells at 2.5:1 LCL:NK cell or 1:1 K562 cell:NK
cell ratios. Cells were sampled initially and periodically throughout
culture and frozen as pellets for subsequent DNA barcode analysis
by PCR. After 14–24 days culture, cells were stained and sorted to
obtain NKG2+ CD3– NK cell subsets defined by CD56 and CD16.
Barcode retrieval

Integrated lentiviral barcode sequences were amplified and sequenced
as previously described.41 Briefly, DNA was isolated using DNeasy
blood and tissue kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) or cells lysed with
Direct PCR lysis reagent (Viagen Biotech, Los Angeles, CA, USA)
with added 1 mg/mL proteinase K (Qiagen) and 2 mg/mL RNAse
A (Qiagen). Cell lysate from a defined number of cells or 200–
500 ng DNA was PCR amplified using primers spanning the barcode
cassette, gel purified, and sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 or
3000. Initial processing of sequencing data was performed as
described41,43 but omitting a threshold of unique sequence reads
per barcode for initial inclusion into the dataset. Some analyses
were performed using the barcodetrackR package.60 One clone in
blood of animal ZH19, present in bulk samples but detected much
less in GFP+ sorted samples, was excluded from certain analyses con-
taining groups that differed in sorting status (e.g., Figures 3A–3C
and S2A).
Barcode frequency analysis and comparison between cell

populations

Barcodes with frequencies below the equivalent of 1 cell amid the esti-
mated number of GFP+ cells initially sampled by PCR were excluded
from consideration. To facilitate statistical comparison of barcode
abundance between isolated cell populations, barcode sequence
read frequencies were used to impute the number of cells among
the isolated cell population that contained a given barcode as follows:

nbarcode =

�
sequence readsbarcode

sequence readsall barcodes

�

� number of GFP + cells sampled by PCR

When comparing two isolated cell populations, these imputed esti-
mates of numbers of isolated cells bearing a given barcode were
compared by chi-squared test or used to construct confidence inter-
vals for the ratio of barcode proportions between populations using
the adjusted log method61 based on Katz et al.62 This facilitated clas-
sification of barcode clones that were below a chi-squared p value
threshold or exhibited confidence intervals outside a defined fold-dif-
ference threshold. These comparisons and statistics are explained in
more detail in the supplemental methods, and R code to perform
the analyses shown herein is available upon request.
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